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Global Car Leader - Speed to Insight 
Improves x10 with Hyper Anna

C U S T O M E R  S T O R Y

Highl ights !
With a passion for technology and empowering the organisation to achieve more, this team needed a simple way to analyse 
and act on information, without having to stick to the traditional way of reporting - dashboard reports - that lack the smarts of 
analytics. To reduce the time from data to action, they turned to Hyper Anna with a clear end goal to improve customer 
experiences. !
!
Here’s what has changed since using the platform: !
!
ü  Speed to insight is x10 faster in Hyper Anna versus Power BI !
ü  Analytics capability that scales across all teams!
ü  Greater cross collaboration with global teams and distributors, resulting in improved customer experiences (e.g. reduced 

waiting times for parts) from opportunities identified in Hyper Anna.!

“I was highly impressed with the speed of spinning up 
the results in Hyper Anna compared to Power BI. Using 
Anna was I able to do everything within a few minutes -
import data, configure measures, and then all of the 
analysis and insights are there, ready for viewing. 
Hyper Anna is much more than any traditional BI tool - 
it’s an insights solution.”

Business Intelligence Manager
Automotive, Asia Pacific



OVERCOMING CHALLENGES AROUND DATA!

Priori t is ing fast  insights 
As a data team, there is no shortage of data to analyse. In fact, looking at data is a critical part of daily operations 
and in order to make the most accurate decisions, the BI team pulls data from a large range of sources and 
dashboards. But responsible for a global portfolio - all teams and distributors - and with pressure to do more with 
less, the team found that whilst internal dashboards would give them the macro view to what happened, nothing 
would give them insights - e.g. identifying an unexpected event in a single click. The team needed something 
simple, scalable and fast. !
!
USING HYPER ANNA  !

x10 faster  than Power BI  
When invited to a meeting to learn more about Hyper Anna, the team didn’t know what to expect. In fact, they 
assumed it was just another dashboard or visualisation tool relying on specialist teams to build charts, leaving 
narrative, story-telling and insight to the end-user. So with the proof being in the pudding, the team looked for 
concrete evidence to truly understand how Anna works. The solution was a bake-off between Hyper Anna and 
Power BI - same data, looking at the speed, accuracy and quality of insights produced. !
!
And the results: Speed to insight is x10 faster in Hyper Anna versus Power BI.!
!
“It was a mistake for us to ever think that Hyper Anna is a traditional BI or data visualisation solution. The strength of 
Anna is that it automates the process of getting to insights - findings and details clearly laid out in simple terms so 
you know what’s changed and why. It also shows you the charts so you can tell a story, but it’s not a data 
visualisation tool where you have to configure everything manually. Visualisation tools (like Power BI) and insights 
solutions (Hyper Anna) are not the same thing.”!
!
RESULTS!

From warranty & parts data to better  CX
As soon as the team began using Hyper Anna they saw two game changing use-cases. Use cases that could 
leverage data-driven insights, delivering breakthrough customer experiences. The first application reduces waiting 
times for parts and repairs, and the second delivers product improvements decreasing potential warranty claims 
giving all customers better peace of mind. !
!
“Leveraging insights, we are able to improve our products and services benefiting all customers. Whether it’s 
shorter time waiting for parts or repairs, or game changing product improvements - customers can enjoy better 
peace of mind when using our products.” !



THE BOTTOM LINE!
!

“With the analysis from Hyper Anna, we can make product decisions to 

ensure happier customers so they can enjoy better peace of mind when 

using our products.” 
!
!
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Business Intelligence Manager!

Automotive, Asia Pacific!
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Start your POC today !
https:/ /www.hyperanna.com/contact/start-your-poc !

About Hyper Anna!

Hyper Anna is an award winning AI-powered analytics platform 
and a leading software of choice for major organisations 
around the world including Microsoft, IAG, Westpac, Singtel, 
and Toyota. With offices in Australia and Singapore and voted 
by Gartner, CB Insights, KPMG and Deloitte as a leading 
global innovator, Hyper Anna enables everyone, regardless of 
skills or background, to analyse data and share insights in 
seconds. Replacing the repetitive task of number crunching 
and designing presentations, Hyper Anna lets you turn data 
into better decisions, instantly.!
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